
555  GOLF  EDITORIALS 

‘PERFORMANCE EXCELLENCE’ 

 

 

BALL FLIGHT SIMPLICITY 
 

You are a ‘555 Golfer’ so we shall assume that you have mastered ‘The 5 Set-Ups’ (‘Posture, 

Grip, Stance, Ball Location & Alignment’) and are fully comfortable with ‘The 5 Essential 

Elements’ (‘Clubface Aim, Clubhead Path, Clubhead Speed, Sweet Spot & Angle Of Attack’). 

 

Draw a line on the ground that points directly at the target … use ground sticks when you 

practise. Use second ground stick to establish your ‘Parallel Body Line’. (see ‘Railway Tracks’) 

 

Remember, you always swing most efficiently when everything moves parallel or in reference to 

your ‘Body Line’, which means you are properly referenced to the ‘Target Line’. (see ‘Inclined 

Plane’) Your normal ‘Clubhead Path’ is ‘Inside-Square-Inside’. You should feel a little ‘Leg 

Driven Straight Line’ through the ‘Impact & Separation Zone’. 

 

As long as we have our ‘Clubface Aim At The Moment Of Separation’ square to the ‘Target 

Line’ (and on the ‘Initial Ball Flight Line’) we will produce a perfectly predictable straight ‘Ball 

Flight’. If we ‘Open Or Close’ the ‘C/F, we will create curvature. Avoid ‘Manipulation’! Learn 

to make one neutral swing and then adjust ‘Static Elements’.   

 

To accomplish a ‘Soft Fade’, do not make any ‘Dynamic Swing Changes’ … make a ‘Static Set-

Up’ change. Open your ‘Clubface Aim’ 5 degrees and make a normal swing. You can expect and 

shall get a soft ‘Fade Ball Flight’.      

 

To accomplish a ‘Gentle Draw’, do not make any ‘Dynamic Swing Changes’ … make a ‘Static 

Set-Up’ change. Close your ‘Clubface Aim’ 5 degrees and make a normal swing. You can expect 

and shall get a gently controlled ‘Draw Ball Flight’.      

  

You can additionally ‘Open or Close Your Alignment’ to exacerbate the above ‘Curvatures’, but 

always ‘Swing On Your Body Line’ with the ‘C/F pointing where you want the ‘Initial Ball 

Flight’ to start. ‘Closing Your Alignment’ produces a little more ‘Inside-Out Clubhead Path’ 

and, thus slightly more ‘Side or Draw Spin Rate’. (see ‘Cut For Fade’)    

 

       “Welcome Aboard!” 

         “Enjoy The Ride!” 

 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

 E-Mail:  AskUs@555golf.com 

WebSite:  555golf.com 

Telephone:  (817) 673-8888 
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